Introduction
============

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is an aggressive and rare form of invasive breast cancer that accounts for \<5% of all breast cancer diagnoses [@B1]. Despite advances in breast cancer treatment and a multidisciplinary approach, patients with IBC continue to have poor prognoses and a 3-year survival rate of less than 40%, compared with 85% for patients with non-inflammatory locally advanced breast cancer [@B2], [@B3]. For breast cancer in general, the hormonal receptor (HR) status and the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status are the most important prognostic factors, as well as the strongest predictors of response to targeted therapies [@B4]. These molecular biomarkers have been used to classify breast cancer into clinically relevant subtypes. However, molecular markers (or gene signature) that can define IBC or its prognoses are still elusive. Due to the aggressive nature and rarity of IBC, research of this cancer has been insufficient to determine whether IBC is a heterogeneous disease that comprises different subtypes as determined by biomarkers other than HR and HER2, and therefore is associated with different clinical outcomes and treatment benefits according to disease subtype [@B5].

The use of single-modality treatment to cure IBC has not been successful. Current IBC treatment guidelines published by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network recommend trimodality treatment [@B6], defined as neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by modified radical mastectomy and postmastectomy radiation therapy to the chest wall and draining lymphatics. Although a survival advantage with the use of trimodality treatment has been reported for IBC patients [@B7], [@B3], [@B1], the molecular biology of IBC tumors associated with the trimodality treatment effect needs to be furthered identified and evaluated [@B8].

Endocrine treatments for breast cancer appear to act largely by inhibiting tumor cell proliferation; hence, tumor cell proliferation markers are candidate markers of treatment efficacy. Immunohistochemical (IHC) evaluation of proliferation markers, such as Ki-67, is a simple method that is widely used in routine clinical practice and has been extensively studied in the last two decades. For early breast cancer, the percentage of tumor cells that stain positive for Ki-67 has been reported as a predictive and prognostic factor [@B9], [@B10]. Several studies confirmed that breast cancer patients with high percentages of Ki-67-positive tumor cells tend to respond better to chemotherapy [@B11], [@B12]; however, this finding is associated with poor overall prognosis [@B13]. Thus, the evaluation of Ki-67 has been integrated into emerging prognostic tools such as the Preoperative Endocrine Prognostic Index for estrogen receptor-positive (ER+) breast cancer [@B14] and the Immunohistochemical 4 score for predicting locoregional disease recurrence in early breast cancer [@B15]. For IBC patients, it is not clear whether the percentage of Ki-67-positive tumor cells affects the overall survival time (OS) and how it is associated with the trimodality treatment benefit.

In this study, we used an up-to-date IBC database from the Morgan Welch Inflammatory Breast Cancer Research Program and Clinic at MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDA), which is one of the largest cancer institutions in the United States. The database includes detailed information on patients\' tumor biology and characteristics at diagnosis, the treatments they received and long-term follow-up information. Our purpose is to evaluate the influence of the proliferation marker Ki-67 on survival outcomes by Ki-67 status and treatment.

Patients and Methods
====================

Data Source and Study Cohort
----------------------------

A comprehensive database from the Morgan Welch Inflammatory Breast Cancer Research Program at MDA contains detailed information on IBC patients who have received their primary treatment at MDA. We focused on a cohort of breast cancer patients who had been diagnosed with non-metastatic IBC between 1992 and 2012, with the follow-up cutoff of 12/31/2012. Following approval by the institutional review board of MDA, we retrieved the records of 1079 patients who were newly diagnosed with primary IBC. All data were de-identified such that no protected health information could be linked to individual patients. After excluding patients who had missing information regarding the Ki-67 status of their tumor, we included a total number of 257 patients with non-metastatic IBC in the analysis.

Definition of outcome
---------------------

The primary clinical outcomes of interest were OS, defined as the time from IBC diagnosis to death, and distant metastasis-free survival time (DMFS), defined as the time from IBC diagnosis to distant metastasis or death, whichever occurred first. The observed times were censored at the last contact at which the patient was known to be free of any distant metastasis for DMFS or the last contact time the patient was known to be alive for OS.

Demographics, tumor characteristics at diagnosis and treatment received
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Demographic data included age at diagnosis, ethnicity and menopausal status. Tumor characteristics included clinical stage, ER status, progesterone receptor (PR) status, HER2 status, and nuclear grade. ER- and PR-positive status was defined as ≥ 10% positivity, and HER2-positive status was defined as an IHC score of 3+ and/or a fluorescence in situ hybridization ratio of ≥ 2.0 [@B16]. HR status was defined as positive if both or either ER or PR were positive, and defined as negative otherwise. Patients received one or a combination of the following treatments: definitive surgery, adjuvant chemotherapy, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, adjuvant hormonal therapy, adjuvant radiation and neoadjuvant radiation.

Evaluation of Ki-67
-------------------

Ki-67 scores were retrospectively obtained from pathology reports at initial diagnosis on the primary tumor prior to any treatment. IHC staining on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections was performed. Mind Bomb 1 mouse monoclonal antibody (manufactured by Dako) was used to detect Ki-67. The staining protocol included de-paraffinization (30 minutes at 72°C) and rehydration with antigen retrieval performed at 100°C for 20 minutes with Tris-EDTA buffer, pH 6.0. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 3% peroxide for 5 minutes. Primary anti-Ki-67 antibody (Dako, clone MIB-1) was applied at 1:100 dilution for 15 minutes. Post primary antibody detection was carried out using a commercial polymer system (Bond Polymer Refine Detection, Leica), and stain development was achieved by incubation with diaminobenzidine (DAB) and DAB enhancer (Leica). The robust quality control and quality improvement program of the IHC lab at MDA was fully applied to the anti-Ki-67 IHC assay. A positive control was added to every IHC run (reference tonsil tissue, batch control) and was reviewed by a member of the IHC medical directorship team. Records of batch control results were documented daily in internal laboratory records. Stains were evaluated by designated breast pathologists, who visually estimated the percentage of positively staining invasive carcinoma cells.

Statistical methods
-------------------

We calculated the summary statistics, including the means, medians, and ranges, for the continuous variables, such as age at diagnosis. We summarized the values for the categorical variables, such as sex and ethnicity, as counts and frequencies. We used chi-squared tests or Fisher\'s exact tests to compare the distributions of the tumor characteristics at diagnosis according to whether the patient received or did not receive trimodality treatment. We applied the Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank tests to estimate and compare the distributions of OS and DMFS by treatment arms. We used Cox proportional hazards (PH) models to evaluate the risk factors associated with the survival outcomes and checked the PH assumption. We dichotomized the continuous variables such as Ki-67, which violated the PH assumption. We obtained a multivariate Cox PH model by first including the variables with p-value \< 0.10 in the univariate analysis, except for the variables of interest (Ki-67 and trimodality treatment). We then performed backward elimination using 0.05 for the significance level of the Wald chi-squared test for a variable to remain in the model. Once the list of variables in our final model was selected, we further assessed the interaction effects of Ki-67 status and trimodality treatment on OS and DMFS. The purpose of the interaction analyses was to evaluate whether or not the magnitude or direction of the association between trimodality treatment and the survival outcomes differed by Ki-67 status. All p-values are two-sided. We used SAS (v9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and S-Plus (version 8.2, TIBCO, Palo Alto, CA, USA) to conduct all analyses.

Results
=======

Among the 257 IBC patients, the mean age at diagnosis was 50 years (standard deviation, 11; median (range), 50 (19 to 83) years). The mean percentage for Ki-67-positive tumor cells was 48% and the median was 46% (range, 4% to 100%). More detailed information on Ki67 status in relation to patients\' demographic and tumor characteristics is summarized in Supplemental Table [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Other patient characteristics and treatments received are detailed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The median follow-up for this cohort was 62 months (range, 0.8-228 months). During the follow-up, 109 patients died and 127 patients experienced distant metastasis. Among the 257 patients in the cohort, 191 (74%) had received trimodality treatment. There were no statistically significant differences in the distributions of patients\' demographic and tumor characteristics at diagnosis between patients who received and did not receive trimodality treatment (Supplemental Table [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Overall Survival
----------------

Supplemental Table [S3](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents the results of univariate Cox PH models for OS, which we used to guide variable selection in the multivariate analyses. The factors independently associated with worse OS were having HR-negative disease and/or HER2-negative disease, and not receiving trimodality treatment. When treating Ki-67 status as a continuous variable, a higher percentage of Ki-67-positive tumor cells was associated with worse OS (hazard ratio =1.01, 95% CI= 1.00-1.02, p=0.01), but the PH assumption was violated (p = 0.01). Conventionally, after dichotomizing Ki-67 using a cutoff of 20% to represent a high proliferative tumor [@B17], having a high proliferative tumor tended to be associated with worse OS (hazard ratio=1.65, 95% CI=0.97-2.81, p=0.07). Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} lists the results of the multivariable Cox PH model for OS. After controlling for the other risk factors, the association between Ki-67 status and OS remained marginally significant. Specifically, patients with high proliferative tumors tended to have a higher risk of death, with hazard ratio =1.76 (95% CI=0.95-3.28, p=0.07). The use of trimodality treatment decreased the risk of death significantly: hazard ratio =0.36 (95% CI=0.22-0.6, p\<0.01). The patients with triple-negative IBC had the highest risk of death: hazard ratio =2.67 (95% CI=1.62-4.38, p\<0.01) when compared with patients with HR+/HER2- IBC; hazard ratio =4.7 (95% CI=2.29-9.64, p\<0.01) when compared with patients with HR-/HER2+ IBC; and hazard ratio =2.71 (95% CI=1.31-5.6, p=0.01) when compared with patients with HR+/HER2+ IBC.

To evaluate whether or not the magnitude or direction of the effect of trimodality treatment on OS differed by Ki-67 status, we included an interaction term between the use of trimodality treatment and Ki-67 status in the multivariate model (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). While adjusting for the HR and HER2 status, the interaction term was statistically significant (p=0.01), which indicates that the trimodality treatment significantly improved the OS for patients with high proliferative tumors (hazard ratio =0.26, 95% CI=0.15-0.44, p\<0.01), but showed no benefit for patients with low proliferative tumors (hazard ratio =2.04, 95% CI=0.45-9.29, p=0.36). The estimated OS curves according to the trimodality treatment and Ki-67 status are presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; patients with high proliferative tumors were more likely to benefit from trimodality treatment; whereas patients with low proliferative tumors had similar survival distributions, regardless of the use of trimodality treatment.

Distant Metastasis-free Survival (DMFS)
---------------------------------------

Supplemental Table [S3](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides the results of the univariate PH models, and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} lists the results of the multivariable PH models for DMFS. In the univariate analyses, trimodality treatment and tumor subtypes determined by HR and HER2 status were independently associated with DMFS. Being high proliferative IBC was not statistically significantly associated with DFMS (p=0.49). In multivariate analyses, being high proliferative IBC remained insignificant after adjusting for the use of trimodality treatment and for tumor subtypes (p=0.34). Similar to the OS outcome, we found that the trimodality treatment effects on DMFS were significantly different between patients with high proliferative tumors (hazard ratio=0.33, 95% CI=0.21-0.53, p \<0.01) and those with low proliferative tumors (hazard ratio=1.23, 95% CI=0.45-3.38, p=0.69); (p=0.02 for the interaction term). Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} presents the estimated DMFS curves according to trimodality treatment and Ki-67 status.

Discussion
==========

In the era of precision medicine, clinical management of cancer depends on all the available information on the tumor\'s molecular biology at diagnosis. Although Ki-67 tumor status is recognized as being associated with clinical outcomes of breast cancer, and trimodality treatment has been shown to effectively treat IBC, it is unclear whether there is any subgroup of IBC patients who are most likely to benefit from trimodality treatment. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to investigate the usage of Ki-67 status as a predictive marker for the effects of trimodality treatment in IBC patients.

The rarity of IBC brings challenges when identifying potential biomarkers associated with the optimal treatment selection. MDA has one of the largest multidisciplinary clinics for treating IBC in the United States. Compared to the studies based on single hospitals or cancer centers, our study cohort has a reasonably large sample size with sufficient follow-up to evaluate the prognostic and predictive value of Ki-67 status by treatment scheme. Overall, Ki-67 status was marginally associated with OS for IBC patients, after adjusting for the use of trimodality treatment and tumor subtypes as determined by HR and HER2 status. However, we note that the Ki-67 status significantly modified the effect of trimodality treatment on both OS and DMFS. The overall effect of trimodality treatment was attenuated among patients with low proliferative tumors; whereas the trimodality treatment effect on OS among the patients with high proliferative tumors was significant, with a hazard ratio of 0.26 (95% CI=0.15-0.44), which was lower than the overall hazard ratio (0.36, 95% CI=0.22-0.60).

There is no consensus in clinical decision making regarding a meaningful cutoff point for the percentage of tumor cells that stain high proliferative for Ki-67, although this measure is used in the distinction between luminal A and B breast cancer subtypes, and was recently used in prognosis at baseline and after exposure to endocrine therapy for ER/PR+ and HER2-negative cases [@B18]. The Ki-67-percentage cutoffs most commonly used for breast cancer have been between 10% and 20% [@B17]. IBC patients generally have had higher levels of Ki-67 tumor cells compared to patients with non-IBC due to the invasive biological behavior of IBC [@B19]. Accordingly, we used a cutoff value of 20% in our analysis, which was also recommended at the Thirteenth St. Gallen Conference [@B20].

Some recent studies have partially demonstrated the validity of Ki-67 status for breast cancer patients as a predictive marker in terms of neoadjuvant chemotherapy [@B21]. The American College of Surgeons Oncology Group Z1031B trial evaluated the Ki-67 proliferation index as a tool for chemotherapy decisions during and after neoadjuvant treatment of breast cancer with aromatase inhibitor. That study concluded that the analysis of post-neoadjuvant endocrine therapy surgical samples with Ki-67 and ER status provides additional useful prognostic information. In our study, we did not have such information available to evaluate whether the change in the percentage of Ki-67 cells or postoperative level of Ki-67 cells can better predict the clinical prognosis.

Our study was an observational study, and the use of trimodality treatment was not randomly assigned. When evaluating the predictive value of Ki-67 status, the potential imbalance in the patients\' other characteristics is a threat to our conclusions. Accordingly, we have carefully compared the distributions of patient and tumor characteristics at diagnosis between patients who received trimodality treatment and those who did not. We did not find any statistically significant differences between the two groups (see Supplemental Table [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further, because trimodality treatment is a standard form of breast cancer care, we do not expect that randomization is feasible.

There are some limitations to this study. First, although a change in Ki-67 status with endocrine and HER2-targeted therapy has also been shown to be prognostic for ER/PR+ and HER2+ early breast cancer [@B22], we did not include the change in Ki-67 status before and after treatment in our analysis. The database we used recorded only the Ki-67 status prior to the systemic treatments. Second, because of the low incidence of IBC, this study included a limited number of patients with low proliferative tumors; more of these cases are needed to further confirm the effect on different IBC subtypes as determined by the association between Ki-67 status and therapeutic response and prognosis. Last, we excluded from our cohort the observations with missing values of Ki-67. We have compared the distributions of patients\' characteristics at diagnosis, and did not found any significant difference between patients with and without values of Ki-67 observed (see Supplemental Table [S4](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Supplementary Material {#SM0}
======================

###### 

Supplementary tables.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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###### 

Patients\' characteristics and treatments received among the entire study cohort

  Variable                            Category                    Frequency Count   Percentage of Total Frequency\*
  ----------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------- ---------------------------------
  **Ethnicity**                       Black                       27                10.51
                                      Other                       39                15.18
                                      White                       191               74.32
  **Menopausal status**               Missing                     2                 0.78
                                      Post                        139               54.09
                                      Pre                         116               45.14
  **Grade**                           Missing                     6                 2.33
                                      I/II                        46                17.90
                                      III                         205               79.77
  **Clinical stage**                  IIIB                        186               72.37
                                      IIIC                        71                27.63
  **Ki-67**                           Low proliferative (\<20%)   41                15.95
                                      High proliferative (≥20%)   216               84.05
  **HR**                              Missing                     2                 0.78
                                      Negative                    116               45.14
                                      Positive                    139               54.09
  **HER2**                            Missing                     31                12.06
                                      Negative                    150               58.37
                                      Positive                    76                29.57
  **Subtype**                         Missing                     31                12.06
                                      HR+/HER2-                   96                37.35
                                      HER2+/HR+                   32                12.45
                                      HER2+/HR-                   44                17.12
                                      HER2-/HR-                   54                21.01
  **Definitive surgery**              No                          24                9.34
                                      Yes                         233               90.66
  **Neoadjuvant chemotherapy**        No                          11                4.28
                                      Yes                         246               95.72
  **Neoadjuvant hormonal therapy**    No                          250               97.28
                                      Yes                         7                 2.72
  **Adjuvant chemotherapy**           No                          154               59.92
                                      Yes                         103               40.08
  **Adjuvant hormonal therapy**       No                          163               63.42
                                      Yes                         94                36.58
  **Neoadjuvant radiation therapy**   No                          244               94.94
                                      Yes                         13                5.06
  **Adjuvant radiation therapy**      No                          59                22.96
                                      Yes                         198               77.04
  **Trimodality treatment**           No                          66                25.68
                                      Yes                         191               74.32

HR: hormone receptor; HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

\* Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding off decimals.

###### 

Multivariate Cox PH models for overall survival

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                     95% CI           
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------- ------ -------- ------- ------
  Model without trimodality treatment by Ki-67 interaction term   Subtype                                   TN vs HR+/HER2-   2.67   1.62     4.38    0.00

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR+                           2.71              1.31   5.60     0.01    

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR-                           4.70              2.29   9.64     \<.01   

  Ki-67                                                           high proliferative vs low proliferative   1.76              0.95   3.28     0.07    

  Trimodality                                                     Yes vs No                                 0.36              0.22   0.60     \<.01   

                                                                                                                                                      

  Model\                                                          Subtype                                   TN vs HR+/HER2-   2.64   1.61     4.34    0.00
  with trimodality treatment by Ki-67 interaction term                                                                                                

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR+                           3.21              1.53   6.75     0.00    

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR-                           5.45              2.62   11.32    \<.01   

  Ki-67 within patients treated with trimodality                  high proliferative vs low proliferative   0.94              0.48   1.84     0.86    

  Ki-67 within patients not treated with trimodality              high proliferative vs low proliferative   7.52              1.73   32.57    0.01    

  Trimodality within patients with high proliferative\            Trimodality vs\                           0.26              0.15   0.44     \<.01   
  tumors                                                          No Trimodality                                                                      

  Trimodality within patients with low proliferative\             Trimodality vs\                           2.04              0.45   9.29     0.36    
  tumors                                                          No Trimodality                                                                      
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Multivariate Cox PH models of DMFS

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                     95% CI             
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------- ------ -------- --------- ------
  Model without trimodality treatment by Ki-67 interaction term   Subtype                                   TN vs HR+/HER2-   2.34   1.51     3.60      0.00

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR+                           1.92              1.07   3.47     0.03      

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR-                           3.47              1.89   6.36     \<.01     

  Ki-67                                                           high proliferative vs low proliferative   1.27              0.78   2.09     0.34      

  Trimodality                                                     Yes vs No                                 0.44              0.29   0.67     \<.0001   

                                                                                                                                                        

  Model\                                                          Subtype                                   TN vs HR+/HER2-   2.32   1.50     3.58      0.00
  with trimodality treatment by Ki-67 interaction term                                                                                                  

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR+                           2.12              1.17   3.85     0.01      

                                                                  TN vs HER2+/HR-                           3.88              2.10   7.17     \<.01     

  Ki-67 within patients treated with trimodality                  high proliferative vs low proliferative   0.84              0.48   1.46     0.53      

  Ki-67 within patients not treated with trimodality              high proliferative vs low proliferative   3.11              1.17   8.26     0.02      

  Trimodality within patients with high proliferative tumors      Trimodality vs No Trimodality             0.33              0.21   0.53     \<.01     

  Trimodality within patients with low proliferative tumors       Trimodality vs No Trimodality             1.23              0.45   3.38     0.69      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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